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Abstract 
Internet development influenced many aspects of education. In the process of teaching – learning – 
assessment, computers, tablets, smart phones, all connected to the Internet become very useful 
instruments for all those wanting to experiment an interactive way of learning in the assistance of an 
educational software. 

The paper presents the interface between OREL, a special system for remote Operation Research 
learning, and students / visitors. Every electronic course, containing a sub-domain of Operation 
Research, can be approached sequentially, module by module, navigating through its digital content: 
text / hypertext of lessons, multiple choice tests, problems / case studies, most frequently asked 
questions, real applications and bibliography. The course is completed when passing a graduation 
exam, which can only be taken after passing the end-of-module exams. Providing an e-learning 
service working on the Internet can be easier maintained and updated; also can reduce costs and 
offer benefits. Students had the chance of flexible learning in their own rhythm, with a high degree of 
independence, without physical presence in a room. Using this software brings advantages in 
increasing students’ motivation, self-esteem, memorizing capacity, and quality of the cognitive map. 

Keywords: Higher Education, Lifelong Learning, Enhanced Learning Technology, Software as a 
Service, Internet Computing. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The decisional process is a multitude of human activities consisting mainly in the realization of the 
existence of more than one possible course of action in a certain given context, the analysis of their 
consequences with respect to the envisaged goal, the choice and the implementation of the action that 
is considered optimal in the axiological perspective that has been adopted. Every person currently 
makes decisions in its social life, from the pre-school years to post-retirement. The problem is: are 
these optimal? In the Knowledge Society (KS), the answer is given by a branch of Mathematics 
named Operation Research (OR). KS, as universal concept, including the concepts of Creativity and 
Personal Development (CPD), Lifelong Learning and Key Competences (LLL & KC), Enhanced 
Learning (EL), Information and Communication Technology for Content (ICTC), Software as a Service 
(SS), gives the possibility to mark the topics of this paper. 

Let start by recalling that from the historical point of view the mediation of knowledge transfer between 
teachers and students was directly realized, from person to person. Once the electronic computer 
appeared, firstly the teaching rooms were endowed with computers, the teacher being present in front 
of students. Secondly, the remote learning was invented, the teacher being or not in a direct contact 
with students, but continuously being involved in the learning process.  

Nowadays, e-courses for remote learning are developed by specialized generators which make use of 
three software tools unified in a system oriented to work on Internet [1, 2]. First, the multimedia digital 
content writer, which generates the courses’ Digital Content (DC) as a hypertext which benefits of: 
regular texts, tables, drawings, photos, animations, films etc. and the mechanism of links for 
navigation over it. Second, the courses’ shell, which allows to the persons with assignments in the 
system to manage the digital content through the agency of various capabilities represented by the 
relational knowledge / data bases as MYSQL, CUBRID or ORACLE, web design software as Adobe 
Dreamweaver and Internet Computing languages as PHP, Java etc. Third, the GUI users’ interface, 
which coordinates the navigation through the courses’ learning and verification thesaurus, makes use 
of the same software tools like the courses’ shell. In addition, the existence of an associated forum 
offers a larger possibility to learn from the users’ experience. 
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2 OREL PRESENTATION 
OREL is a pervasive system designed to be an advanced service for OR e-courses learning, meaning 
that these courses are available, in conditions of performance, to anyone, from any place, at any time 
and free of charge [3]. OREL is open for two kinds of users: students and visitors. The service being 
pervasive, the “free of charge” characteristic is very important. A user registered as visitor can 
approach all OREL courses and take all corresponding exams, including graduation exams.  

A lot of persons are interested to learn something with good results [4, 5] without obtaining a diploma 
that attests this fact. If a visitor wants diplomas for graduated courses, then he / she must pay for 
every graduated course. If a user is registered as student, he / she can approach all OREL courses 
and take all corresponding exams only by advance payment. At graduation, the diplomas will be 
automatically edited and sent to him / her. 

Now, the intention for system’s knowledge populating is the following: 

• 4 courses for basics knowledge necessary to understand OR (Decision Theory, Algebra, 
Probability and Statistics, Simulation Techniques and Methods); 

• 9 courses for standard OR (Multiple Attributes Decision Making, Linear Programming, Multiple 
Objective Programming, Non-linear Programming, Transportation Problem, Graphs Theory, 
Queuing Theory, Inventory Theory, Forecast Theory); 

• 3 courses for specific OR (Econometrics, Financial and Actuarial Mathematics, Civil 
Engineering Mathematical Tools). 

OREL DC (Fig. 1), represented by the knowledge that must be transferred from teachers to students / 
visitors [6], is the pedagogic expression of the OR knowledge thesaurus (KT). KT is divided, at its turn, 
from its functional point of view, into three parts. The first part is the KT for the learning process (KTL), 
the second part is the KT for the verification process (KTV) and the third part is the KT for exemplifying 
the using of OR in real application (KTA) in accordance with the authors experience. KT is added with 
information which helps to OREL use (the auto-presentation, a sound film, and the users’ guide, a 
text). This is knowledge about knowledge i.e. meta-knowledge (MK). 

 
Fig. 1 OREL Software synopsis 

Each of the 16 listed courses consists of k (from 5 to 20) lessons, grouped in m (from 1 to 4) modules 
of n lessons (from 1 to 5). One lesson offers for learning a text / hypertext of lesson (about 6 - 10 A4 
pdf / html pages at 12 font size) and sets of 3-multiple choice tests (10 per lesson), problems / case 
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studies (3 per lesson), most frequently asked questions (initially, 10 per lesson). Each e-course one 
finishes with a bibliography. One set of real applications examples (no less than 16) is given at the 
level of the entire system. Another kind of knowledge, which corresponds to the existing lessons too, 
will generate the courses’ exams; it contains at least 20 5-multiple choice tests and 10 problems with 
variants upon their data and solving methods. The course is successfully completed when passing a 
graduation exam, which can only be taken after passing the end-of-module exams. An end-of-module 
/ graduation exam consists of 10 randomly selected 3-multiple choice tests and 1 problem. The e-
course graduation is on 3 levels: beginner, professional and expert. The time allocated for an exam 
item is 1 hour and every exam can be interrupted, with response or not. The break must be less than 
24 hours. It is to notice that, in the case the interruption is without response at the current multiple 
choice test, it do not reappears at resuming [7]. 

In the learning / knowledge verification process, the user – system interface is based on standard 
Fixed Top, Nested Left Frame in which one works with screen positioning, complex controls, dialog 
elements, explanatory texts, diverse colours, sensitive help etc. The frame has three areas described 
in the following: 

• first area, a horizontal strip of 3 cm at the top of the screen, in which initially appears the name 
of the software and then the navigation / selection mechanisms for courses, modules and end-
of module / graduation exams; 

• second area, a vertical strip of 4 cm at the left side of the screen, in which appear: the system 
presentation, the user’s guide, diverse links (to the ICI website, to the system administrator by 
e-mail and doc / pdf file and to the OREL Forum, user type and access mode switches, the 
controls for navigation on learning days and knowledge categories, the access counter, the 
copyright, the text announcing the system entering of a user and the exiting the service (all 
these last controls are visible on every above invoked capture); 

• third area, the rest of the screen, representing the largest part of the screen, in which will 
appear the knowledge / data and dialogs’ support necessary to process of learning and 
acquired knowledge verification. 

3 USERS’ REGISTRATION / AUTHENTICATION 
Subsequent to OREL instalation and thesaurus’ loading, first step is the students / visitors registration 
which is compulsory. The front page is the unique system’s entry point. Every work session starts from 
this point. The registration is allowed with the condition that the work context is utilization = on and 
registration = on. The authentication, after registration, necessary for log-on operations is allowed with 
the condition that the work context is utilization = on and authentication = on. This last configuration is 
the implicit one because is the most often used. 

Registration and authentication operations are the same for the persons with assignments in system, 
students and visitors. In the case of error, the registration / authentication dialog can be resumed three 
times and if the connection still rejected an Exit is automatically performed. 

Management’s dispacer includes: passwords, meta-knowledge, courses lists, access rights, learning / 
exams thessaurus, learning results. 

After a successful log-in operation, performed through registration or authentication, the following 
functions are at user’s disposition: 

• Choosing one course; 

• Guiding of the student / visitor in the learning process (navigation on modules, lessons, multiple 
choice tests, problems, most frequently asked questions, bibliographies and real applications); 

• Guiding of the student / visitor in the acquired knowledge verification (end-of-module / 
graduation exams’ random generation, exams’ items solving, storing / displaying of obtained 
grades). 

4 CHOOSING ONE COURSE 
OREL system is a multiple courses service; therefore, first it is necessary to choose a course as 
current course. Only then it is possible to access a learning or knowledge verification function. The 
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courses list may be very large, practically without limitation, but in this case there are, as was 
mentioned above, only 16 courses. 

To entry the action context is possible using the Digital Content button. After this, it will appear: 

• a list containing OREL courses and the end-of-module / graduate exams’ buttons; 

• learning days’ radio-buttons.  

In this action context only one action is allowed, namely the choosing of a course as current course is 
possible. At first courses list’s calling, the first course, module and learning day will be marked as 
current controls. Otherwise all those controls will be as at exit the last working session. 

5 LEARNING WITH OREL 
The entry context for learning process is completed if: 

• A course module was choosen by pushing the desired radio-button. It can be choosen only if 
the previous module was entirely scanned for learning and, the end-of-module, the 
corresponding exam was passed; 

• A learning day was choosen by pushing the desired radio-button. It can be choosen only if the 
previous learning day was entirely scanned for learning. 

After these preparatives, the learning process can benefit from: 

− The lesson text’s accessing, by pushing the Lessons button; 
− The multiple choice tests’ accessing, by pushing the Tests button; 
− The problems’ accessing, by pushing the Problems button; 
− The most frequently asked questions’ accessing, by pushing the FAQ button; 
− The bibliography’s accessing, by pushing the References button; 
− The real applications examples’ accessing, by pushing the Applications button. 

The OREL knowledge / data base is oriented to obtain performance in learning, that means a rational 
structure of OR knowledge items and its presentation in a preset sequence which can not be violated. 
While the students / visitors, the courses, the modules, the learning days are represented by tables, 
the item of inferior level are represented by fields of blob type. This kind of field can deposit large pdf 
or html files:  

− Lessons texts - CcMmLl.pdf/html, 
− Multiple choice tests - CcMmLlTt. pdf/html, 
− Problems - CcMmLlPp.pdf/html,  
− Most frequently asked questions - CcMmLlQq.pdf/ html, 
− Bibliographies - CcMmLlBb.pdf/html, 
− Real applications examples - Ee.pdf /html. 

* The code elements have the following significance: C = courses’ indicative; M = modules’ indicative; 
L = lesson texts’ indicative; T = multiple choice tests’ indicative; P = problems’ indicative; Q = most 
frequently asked questions’ indicative; B = bibliographies’ indicative; E = real applications examples’ 
indicative; c = course id, integer; m = module id (in the frame of a course), integer; l = lesson id (in the 
frame of a course - module), integer; t = multiple choice test id (in the frame of a course - module - 
lesson), integer; p = problem id (in the frame of a course - module - lesson), integer; q = most 
frequently asked questions id (in the frame of a course - module - lesson), integer; b = bibliography id 
(in the frame of a course - module - lesson), integer; e = real application example id, integer. 

Remarks: 

• OREL system works with the above pdf/html files but, for the users this is transparent; 

• The scanning of a learning item is realized by using the mouse; 

• At the beginning, if the natural ranking of modules and lessons must be respected, once arrived 
at a given module - lesson, it is possible to access any module - lesson with smaller rank; 
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• The problems may be solved either by hand or by using the indicated software. However, an 
indication of the success of the authors’ efforts is when the students are capable of using 
proficiently the associated solving software installed; 

• A very good help in learning is the consulting the most frequent questions. It is possible to ask 
questions and get answers as well. These are added dynamically to the existing list; 

• During a work session, the above actions, together with the positioning, can be reiterated. 

6 KNOWLEDGE VERIFICATION WITH OREL 
The entry context for aquired knowledge verification is completed if: 

• the system is already in the learning process context; 

• in the first area, the end-of-module exam’s button or the graduation exam’s button is pushed. 
The module button can be pushed only if a module radio-button is selected, the module’s 
learning knowledge being integral scanned, and the exam coresponding to previous module 
was passed. The graduation exam’s button can be pushed only if all end-of-module exams were 
passed.  

An end-of-module exam and the graduation exam have the same protocol. The difference consist in 
the distinct exams elements. When such button is pushed, it will appear the user’s exams status. After 
its consulting, it is possible to Entry the current exam or to make Back to the previous page. 

In the case of entry the current exam, the exam protocol, for 10 multiple choice tests and one problem, 
will be triggered. That means the bringing the first exam element, a multiple choice test randomly 
choosen. It is loaded in the user’s exams table and the system wait for the answer. The user can 
answer or not and must push one of buttons: Continue or Break (which is a return to the learning 
process context). If the user pushes the first button, the system will display another multiple choice 
test from those 10 to which he / she must answer. If the user pushes the second button, the system 
will interrupt the exam dialog. Every interruption can not be greater than 24 hours. The resuming from 
the set of multiple choice tests goes from the interruption point plus one, without displaying the last 
multiple choice test, or another in its place. In conclusion there can be 9 breaking points. Some 
informative data are also displayed, namely the current test’s number, the cumulative grade and the 
best final grade obtained in the previous current exam’s passings (because an exam may be taken 
over and over with the best grade retainning). Also is brought one problem that must be solved by the 
user and the result transfered to the system. In the problem case, the interruption is indefinitely 
permited, at resuming the same problem being displayed.  

The knowledge / data base contains so called exam basic elements which can generate through 
special algorithms the very exam elements. Regarding the multiple choice tests, one starts from stored 
multiple choice tests with 5-answers, one answer of them being correct. Each 5–answers test 
produces, by a special algorithm, 36 multiple choice tests with 3-answers, one answer of them being 
correct. They will be the exam elements from the multiple choice tests point of view. Regarding the 
problems, one starts from basic problems which can produce, varying some data in their definition and 
the solving method, the exam elements from the problems point of view. The exam basic elements are 
not aggregated entities in the knowledge / data base and so, they can be enriched, without problems, 
during the current life time of the system. This caracteristic is very important because the larger is the 
exam basic elements set, the smaller the collisions set will be at exams generation. The algorithm for 
generate step by step exam elements, from exam basic elements, operates in the same maner at end-
of-module and graduate exams. In the case of end-of-module exams, for the specified couple course – 
module, varying the lessons from 1 to #lessons, one randomly generates all 10 multiple choice tests 
and 1 problem from the exam basic elements. Then, varying the specific parameters for every exam 
basic element, one generates the exam elements from which, by a randomly choice, one of them is 
delivered to the student / visitor taking the exam. The randomly choice is amended with a procedure 
that calculates, for a given past time period, the collisions indicator and, for inconvenient values, a new 
randomly choice is made. This is possible because every user has stoked in the knowledge / data 
base, for every taken exam, the coresponding exam elements.  In the case of graduate exams, in 
order to randomly choose the exam basic elements, the algorithm is run for the specified course, 
varying the modules from 1 to #modules and the lessons from 1 to #lessons. The rest of the algorithm 
remains unchanged.    
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The codes for the pdf files containing the exam basic elements are: Multiple choice tests - 
CcMm/aLlTt1_t2Ss.pdf, Problems - CcMm/aLlPp1_p2_p3Ss.pdf. 

The code elements have the following significance: C = courses’ indicative; M = modules’ indicative; L 
= lesson texts’ indicative; T = multiple choice tests’ indicative; P = problems’ indicative; S = solutions’ 
indicative; c = course id, integer; m = module id (in the frame of a course), integer, or the literal a in the 
case of graduation exam, used only for exam elements in the exam description; l = lesson id (in the 
frame of a course–module), integer; t1 = multiple choice test basic id (in the frame of a course–
module), integer; t2 = multiple choice test variant id (in the frame of a course–module), integer; p1 = 
problem basic id (in the frame of a course–module), integer; p2 = problem variant id (in the frame of a 
course–module), integer; p3 = problem’s solving method id (in the frame of a course–module), integer; 
s = test’s / problem’s solution, real. 

The end-of-module exams and the graduation exams, with the same structure, have the same 
codification system. For every multiple choice test corectly solved, the student gets 7 points. For the 
corectly solved problem, the student gets 3 points. To pass an exam it is necessary to obtain at least 5 
points. 

The graduation competences will be assigned by taken of the points obtained at graduation: 

1)  „graduated” for 5 – 7 points; 2)  „specialist” for 8 – 9 points; 3)  „expert” for 10 points. 

Remarks: 

• The above actions, linked to one exam, are re-iterable during a work session, and thereby more 
than one exam can be approached in a work session; 

• The information are displayed also at the end of the exam; 

• After an exam breaking, it is not possible to know the rest of the exam elements because they 
are generated step by step only before their displaying. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 
It is a common knowledge that almost all universities and colleges are nowadays involved in electronic 
learning. But speaking about remote learning, the current development level is represented by the 
possibility, given to the students, to download the courses in a digital format. Ones can remark the 
advantage of using the multimedia systems in editing these courses supplying the user with a high 
degree of realism. In Romania, software for remote learning is represented by AEL produced by 
SIVECO and INTUITEX produced by SOFTWIN. One can remark that these learning systems were 
successfully in high schools and not in universities or colleges. 

OREL is specialized in lifelong higher learning. This system can be used for an individual training or 
for universities and corporations. OREL will be used in education and training programs for automation 
professionals, in the framework of VIBROCHANGE project [8] in the field of vibrational process 
monitoring for machines and industrial processes. 

There are two kinds of barriers that will be lifted by the OREL implementation. First the possibility of 
free learning the OR domain will become a reality and second, by using modern software, any field 
related reluctance disappears. 

OREL, with Romanian end-user interface and MADM e-content is now under complex tests. 
Meanwhile, a lot of teaches from Mathematics Department of Bucharest University, University of 
Economic Studies Bucharest and Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest develop the rest 
of e-content. To enlarge the mass of OREL beneficiaries, in the authors’ intention is to develop also an 
English version. 

The important benefits that the software will bring on the learning process are the following: 

• reducing the learning time with 50% and reducing the time from learning to practical applying of 
the knowledge; 

• increasing the managerial competence by decreasing the response time and the risk in 
decisions making; 

• supplementary informatics cost avoiding because OREL is meant to be run by an Internet 
services provider. 
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